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Dear All

I would like to report that it’s been a busy time, we’re winning the war and that
I’ve been performing life saving surgery but it’s been very quiet. No amusing
anecdotes either, just mundane day-to-day running of an operational medical
centre. We’ve had a few interesting cases. A chap with a penetrating eye
injury, a possible case of syphilis and a bilateral shoulder dislocation, but
other than that, not a lot has happened. Quiet is a good thing but we’re not
sure why. The predominant feeling with the residents is that they are still
happy for us to be here for the time being and Al-Sadrs’ lot (Mehdi militia)
represent a small minority. One of the residents even came to tell us that
there some rockets pointing at us the other day. Sure enough, 2 of the
ubiquitous 107mm rockets were found on a timing device pointing at the
cookhouse (the food’s not that bad).

All we hear on the radio is about the Black Watch. They’re now home for
Christmas as President Blair promised whilst the rest of us stag on. It will be
interesting to see if they’re now amalgamated. I sense a bit of a clash
between the Government’s PR machine and the quite sensible plans of the
Army chiefs.

By the way, if you’re wondering who the handsome chap is in the front row
second from the left, it’s me now 5kgs lighter! Nick (end right, same row) is
one of my nurses. Normally an experienced A&E charge nurse at Charing
Cross & Westminster hospital, he’s desperately keen to get out into the action
volunteering for every Operation ‘Certain Death’ going. Unfortunately for him,
the girls got hold of his beret & re-attached his cap badge on upside down just
in time for the visit of DCDS (H), the senior person in the Defence Medical
Services. Not sure the Admiral noticed but it amused us although Nick was a
bit grumpy for a couple of days.

On a slightly lighter note, we have managed to completely confuse the locals
(and 1 or 2 of our Fijian soldiers) by erecting a giant snowman above the
medical centre entrance as part of our Christmas decorations. It doesn’t light
up, as this would present an aiming guide for mortars. It took about 20 rolls of
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plaster of Paris to make it, which represents excellent value for taxpayers’
money. The only downside to this is the entire troop decided to decorate the

medical centre as well. I must admit it
does look nice and Christmassy as well
as being inviting to our patients.
However, I had a bit of a ‘Bah, humbug’
moment when we had ‘Last bloody
Christmas’ by George Michael for the
53rd time. Nick (again) has now made
the CD into a continuous loop on the
laptop so we have piped Christmas
music all day. I did manage to slip in
‘Anarchy in the UK’ whilst no one
noticed just after Slade so I now have 4
minutes of sonic bliss between audio
mayhem. If anyone has got any decent
Xmas music, ideally crooning tunes by
Frank, Nat, Louis or Robbie, could they
please burn me off a CD and send it
out?

I have found out more about the caviar. Jamal (who seems to be running
everything around here) gets the actual sturgeon from the North of the
country, close to the Caspian sea. They then cut it open & take the Roe out
and eat the fish. He’s done a deal in that I can have the Caviar & he can have
the fish. Sounds like a Sevruga as I can’t imagine Jamal eating a 4m Beluga
(or me eating the 10-15kg of Roe it produces). So there we are, fresh Caviar.
My only slight concern is that they are normally caught in Spring and Autumn
but we’ll see…he’s bringing a sample in.

I will leave it there as there’s not a lot more to say, bar it takes 45 minutes on
the cycling machine at level 12 (hill programme), to burn off 1 portion of Alpen.
All a bit disheartening really, although we are allowed a can of beer on Xmas
day though so that’s something to look forward to.

And Nick has added the latest Band Aid single to the continuous loop. Help.

Take care everyone and enjoy the run up to Christmas. If you are having a
drink, raise a little glass of champagne to the Black Watch.

Tony


